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street-legal 'beat van'. at the heart of this van is a powerful 3.2l (8valve) v6
which delivers power to the front wheels via a 6-speed manual transmission.

in addition, this engine is capable of generating up to 120ps (116bhp) of
torque at 5000rpm and a maximum torque of 280nm at 2100rpm. its chassis

is underpinned by a unique monocoque chassis with high strength steel
construction and it's most advanced so far. all this, and it's all fully tested
and built to our exacting standards. the scudo version of the fiat punto is

another variant of the family of popular and capable hatchback models sold
by the italian manufacturer. the car is available in either a 2.0-litre multijet

diesel engine, producing 100ps (106bhp), or a 1.2-litre multijet petrol engine
with two valve per cylinder, which delivers 110ps (110bhp). the punto is

available in either five, six or seven seater versions, all come fitted with air-
conditioning and a cd player, with a top speed of 140mph and comes with
four rapid chargers , providing many hundred miles of range in just a few

minutes. a fiat 500lx is one of the small family cars produced by the italian
manufacturer and it is unique in the segment. equipped with an engine of
1000cc, it comes with a three-speed manual transmission which delivers

48ps (49bhp) and the recommended fuel consumption is 60.5mpg. it comes
with a sophisticated multimedia interface for cd player and satellite

navigation and it's equipped with rapid chargers for 40 miles of range in just
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10 minutes. bmw 1er is a family owned business, recognised for its
innovative concept, producing exciting sports cars, that have a distinct

aesthetic appeal and are of uncompromising design. thanks to numerous
awards, the bmw 1er is a visionary automobile that has, and continues to

develop, a unique market position in the premium car segment. it has been
consistently reported as the most desired car in its segment, and continues
to bring the best possible fuel consumption, quality and design to its owners

and the rest of the world.
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total control and precision, from the tyres to technology: the alfa rotary pad
and new 8.8 multi-touch display provide all the multimedia and information

you could need with just a few simple clicks or touches. the infotainment has
been enhanced in every way, with more powerful internal components and a
completely re-designed interface its now faster and more intuitive than ever.

dynamic widgets provide user-friendly access to navigation, vehicle
telemetry, multimedia and much more. wireless charging ensures the stelvio
quadrifoglio's cabin is free from unnecessary cable clutter.standard features

include: sleek sophistication characterises the new alfa romeo giulias
appearance, harnessing the unbridled italian spirit that lies within. blending
startling performance with impressive efficiency and the latest technological

features, its the perfect option for those looking for business-like grace
during the working week and exceptional comfort on family outings. with a

maximum speed of up to 155mph, the alfa romeo giulietta is an excellent all-
rounder, capable of matching the pace of the more powerful sports cars.

whether you need a family car, towing capacity, a pick-up truck or a sports
car, youll find everything you want in the stelvio quadrifoglio. thanks to a

new aluminium, alfalink suspension setup, the giulia provides more precise
steering and better body control than ever before. the cars weight has been
reduced too, ensuring that the 2.0-litre petrol engine delivers power readily
and smoothly, making acceleration and overtaking easy. with a combined
fuel consumption of up to 47.9mpg too, youll be able to drive for longer

between stops at the pumps. 5ec8ef588b
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